YES, WE PLANT.

ALL YOU
NEED IS

In fact, Mondi does a whole lot more than planting trees. 100 % of our owned and leased forests –
2.1 million hectares in total – are FSC® certified and all of our Mondi uncoated fine paper mill brands are
also EU Ecolabel certified.
The Green Range logo is a symbol of high environmental performance in sustainable paper production. Mondi’s
Green Range products conserve resources and minimise emissions into water and the air. Our Green Range
papers are produced in accordance with the strictest environmental and social standards, e.g. ISO 9001, ISO
14001, OSHAS 18001 and Best Available Techniques (BAT) standards. We also calculate the total carbon footprint of each product at each stage of the supply chain. Since its launch in 2006 the Mondi Green Range has
become an integral part of our company philosophy. Today all Mondi branded papers, including all IQ products,
fulfil Green Range criteria: FSC®/PEFC™ certification for responsibly managed forests or 100 % recycled paper or
bleached totally chlorine-free (TCF).

SMOOTH

At Mondi we are continually improving the eco-efficiency of our products and operations, and sustainability is an
integral part of our corporate strategy. Our commitment to the environment is also reflected in our close collaboration with government organisations and NGOs. We have achieved numerous well-known certifications: FSC®,
PEFC™, EU Ecolabel, Blue Angel and the Austrian Environmental Label. We have also received PPI (Pulp and
Paper International) Awards for our environmental strategy and have a long-term partnering relationship with the
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF).

THINK

Experience an impressive expedition with IQ through the fascinating world of
knowledge and ideas on very special paper. Intelligence has always been based
on the proper foundation of writing. In the history of civilisation, from the cultural
heyday of the ancient Egyptians to modern innovation in robotics, paper has, at
every evolutionary step, played a major role.

For further information on Mondi’s Green Range, please visit: www.mondigroup.com/gogreen

The FSC® label guarantees
that products come from
responsible sources, which
support the conservation of
forests and wildlife, while helping
people to lead better lives.

ECONOMY

ALLROUND

COLOR
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PREMIUM

PEFC™ ensures that
product resources
come from appropriately
managed forests taking into
account the environmental,
social and economic
aspects of sustainable
forest management.

All sectors in today’s business world require a stylistically confident, smart
appearance. In order to achieve this, you have to be able to rely on your paper. IQ
is a paper that has devoted itself to intelligence; it meets all your printing needs,
every day, at all times. Due to its extensive range, IQ paper can be used with all
printing technologies. As a result, expressive printouts are produced. Whether for
convincing presentations or creative mailings, with the flexible IQ solution the right
paper is always at hand.

Products with the EU Ecolabel are less harmful
in their impact on the environment than others.
The EU Ecolabel is managed by the European
Union. Please collect used paper for recycling.

The TRIOTEC® process allows a highly
eco-friendly production of top quality papers:
the outer paper layers and a middle layer are
sandwiched together to form a three layered paper.
The outer layers of all TRIOTEC® papers contain
ecologically friendly primary fibres. The middle
layer can consist of various raw materials.

Our IQ paper gives you a competitive edge and allows you to focus on the
essentials: your ideas and thoughts. With IQ, you no longer have to wrack your
brain about the quality of your printing results. Go one step further; choose IQ for
an even smarter look & feel to your business communication.

IQ SMOOTH, IQ PREMIUM and IQ ALLROUND
were awarded the BLI certificate for being
highly reliable across a wide range of devices
in BLI’s extensive testing program, with excellent
performance related to image quality, dusting
and curl. Buyers Lab is the leading global
independent office products tests lab and
business consumer advocate.

SMOOTH
Mondi Paper Sales GmbH
Marxergasse 4A
1030 Vienna, Austria
Tel: +43 1 790 13 0
Fax: +43 1 790 13 960
Email: service.ufp@mondigroup.com
www.mondigroup.com

OFFICE PAPERS

PREMIUM
ALLROUND

IN TOUCH EVERY DAY

ECONOMY

www.mondigroup.com/IQ

COLOR

IQ - MOVIE

SMOOTH

THE PRESTIGE PAPER

The genius of IQ SMOOTH unfolds in all situations demanding an
ingenious, smart, longterm impression that convinces. The paper
has been created especially for colour laser application and
guarantees eye-catching print communication. Due to its particularly
high white, more conspicuous contrast arises; the excellent opacity
supports duplex printing. The extra smooth surface enables an even
better finish. A paper with prestige, an impressive look and a most
magnificent touch to the fingers.

PREMIUM THE HIGH-PERFORMANCE PAPER
IQ PREMIUM is a powerful paper that portrays you so ingeniously
that a lasting impression is made. It provides clearness and
eye-catching contrast. Whether printing sharp text or stunning
colour graphics, the premium paper, due to its very high white and
its perfect opacity, encompasses all prerequisites, and is highly
suitable for duplex printing. Its wide range of dimensions and
grammages make it a paper of extraordinary performance.

IQ PAPER IS TRULY THE RIGHT ANSWER FOR ALL PRINTING NEEDS, EVERY DAY.

ECONOMY THE EFFICIENT PAPER

SMOOTH

IQ ECONOMY is best characterised through its simplicity and
practicality. Its agility unfolds especially through elegant and
timeless black and white printing. When it comes to internal
office communication, this paper stands for smart simplicity,
and convinces with its superb efficiency. It has all your communicative needs under control and positions itself as efficient
paper for every day and all cases.

ECONOMY
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For more information about our product offer (colours, grammages, formats and reels)
please visit our website www.mondigroup.com/IQ.

ALLROUND

While our brains are busy coming up with ideas, it is the task of IQ
ALLROUND to provide these ideas with a solid foundation. With the
multitalented paper among the IQ range you’re taken care of, every
day, for every single thought. The high white, perfect runnability and
the excellent picture quality make it the solid all-rounder in general
office communication. A universal paper with superb reliable results
for every flash of genius and inspiration.

www.mondigroup.com/IQ

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FOR SUPERIOR QUALITY

THE MULTITALENTED PAPER

www.mondigroup.com/IQ

ColorLok® Technology is based on specific additives that visibly enhance the print quality
of inkjet document printing while also providing faster drying times. A special chemical
reaction between the additives and the pigments holds the pigments close to the surface,
resulting in vivid colours.
Mondi produces paper with highest care for quality.
Provided proper storage conditions, we provide “99.99%
trouble-free runnability” with our paper in copiers,
printers and other office equipment, every day.

www.mondigroup.com/IQ

COLOR
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Full colourprinting

IQ COLOR has the invaluable ability to magnetically draw
attention. The expressive paper emphasises your sophisticated
and unique appearance. With its 36 colours, it creates vibrant
possibilities to present your ideas emphatically in pale pastels
and colour-intense shades, with cheery neons and even with
elegant black. IQ COLOR is all about flexibility and, with its
flawless environmental profile is simply impressive. A paper,
that shines in all shades.

ALLROUND
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COLOR THE EXPRESSIVE PAPER

PREMIUM

ColorLok® benefits on inkjet printers with pigmented inks:
• Vivid colours for printouts with eye-catching results
• Bolder blacks for more contrast and detail
• Faster drying saves time in the office and prevents smearing

www.mondigroup.com/IQ

1)

Unique TRIOTEC® Technology
2)
A4 format BLI certified
3)
Office portfolio

